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Using some stylized facts from our dataset I select an on-the-job search
model. I propose an estimation technique which allows for a structural
estimation and which overcomes some numerical and statistical problems.
The technique is suitable if one's main interest is in job changing (or
"transaction") costs.
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I. Consideration: everybody searches in the sense that it is not
precluded that one changes from the present job to another one. This can
be concluded from the fact that in our dataset almost every employed in-
dividual responds the question about the present reservation wage. Those
who don't, sometimes said they didn't search during the past 12 months,
but this proportion is not much larger than the proportion of people who
didn't search but did supply a reservation wage answer. So not giving a
reservation wage answer is interpreted to be a consequence of misunder-
standing the question, laziness etc. but not as evidence of some economic
phenomenon. "Not searching" usually means: not having very explicit con-
tacts with employers.
As a starting point we do not distinguish between different levels of
search intensity. Then if everybody searches in the meaning described
above (that is, there is a reservation wage ~ m) then there are no per-
period search costs cs (cs - 0 e~ w' - m in models 4 and 6 in a previous
note).

II. Another fact in our dataset is that generally the reservation

wage ~(w) exceeds the present wage level w. This can be attributed to

nonstationarity (e.g. increases in w due to job specific human capital

accumulation) or to transaction costs when moving to another job (e.g.

loss of pension claims). Because we want to keep the model manageable we

impose stationarity or in other words we let the transaction costs ct

represent all reasons for g(w) ~ w.

Zt is preferable to have ct independent of w. If ct depends on w then in

many cases the reservation wage property of the optimal strategy is lost

and estimation becomes impossible. It is believed that as far as the pure

transaction costs are concerned these are not very sensitive with respect

to wages within an occupational group.

III. Estimating a structural model with ct ~ 0 means solving a
very complicated differential equation in g(w). Of course this can be done
numerically but we want to avoid black boxes and be able to understand
what restrictions the model implies. However, it appeared to be impossible
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to find a class of distributions for F(w) such that the model can be solv-
ed analytically. We will return to this point later on. But even if we
could solve analytically for ~(w) then the estimation of F(w) would be
hard. Present wages can be regarded as drawings from

(1) w ~ f(w) w 2 ~(w-1)
F(~(w-1))

but since w-1 is in most cases unknown in our dataset, we cannot use this
density in order to identify F(w). One way of dealing with the solving of
~,(w) is to assume that individuals do not behave rational but instead use
as strategy

(Z) ~(w) - w ' Pct

that is, accept every job offer with a wage that compensates in the long

run for the loss of money due to the transaction. This is not optimal: it

does not take account of job changes after the first one so it does not

take account of possible transaction costs in the future. Even if one

assumes that people are only able to change jobs for one time at most,

then the strategy proposed is not optimal because then it does not take

account of the value of searching further in order to obtain an even bet-

ter job offer. However, if p)) 9(w) with

(3) g(w) - ~F(~(w))

as escape rate out of the present job, then (2) approximately holds. (The
variable a denotes the job offer arrival rate.)

One way of dealing with the identification of F(w) is to note that every
employee corresponds to a job which corresponds to a wage, and every job
corresponds to a fulfilled vacancy. If in addition no vacancies remain
unfulfilled for a long time then the distribution of present (earned)
wages can be interpreted as the distribution of vacancy wage offers, which
is related to F(w) in turn.
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IV. There is however a different route in estimating the on-the-
job search model. Suppose that our main attention is the transaction
costs, so ct is the parameter of interest. Note that the differential
equation in ~(w) can be rewritten as follows:

p a ~F(~(~(w))) P ' ~(~(w))
~'(w) ' ' p , 9(w)p ~ ~F(~(w))

This suggests that if 9 is known as a function of w then ~, may be sol-
vable. Of course the function 9(w) itself depends on ~(and on a, F(w), p
and ct) but we can estimate 8 as a reduced form function of w.
So we write e.g.

S~-~lw
(5) g(w) - aF(~(w)) - e

in which p~ can be parametrized as a function of exogenous variables. Note
that if we estimate 9(w) reduced-form and solve for ~(w) according to
equation (4) then we do not need to know F(w). This is an advantage in the
lights of the identification problems wíth F(w), as mentioned above. On
the other hand it may be regarded as a disadvantage if one is interested
in the variables a and F(w) separately. Therefore this way of estimating
an on-the-job search model is relevant only if one is interested mainly in
ct. The initial condition for equation (4) is

(6) lim ~(w) - w - pct - 0
w~

which is the way ct enters the model.

A reduced form functional specification for 8(w) has to satisfy certain
conditions in order to be sensible in a structural framework. For instance
we need

9'(w) C 0, lim 8(w) - 0, 9(0) C m
w-~

and because of the stationarity assumption 8 has to be independent of the
elapsed duration t of being in the present job.
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The estimation strategy is as follows: for every individual we have exoge-
nous variables w and x(x is a vector) and likelihood contributions t and
~(w). We estimate

g0-glw
(7) 9(w) - e ~0 - x~~l

using data on t given x and w. Then ~(w) can be solved from (4) and (6) as
a function of 9, p and ct. So the data on ~(w) given w enable us to esti-
mate ct (and p) because 9 is identified using t. Note that ct can be para-
metrized

ct - x y2

In case we take specification (7) for 8(w) (note that this specification
only needs to be realistic in the interval in which the observed w are)
then solving (4) using (6) gives

S~-Plw -P Pc
(8) ~(w) - w' Pct t p log(1~ e p (1-e 1 t))

1

-R Pc
- 1 ~ pct t S log(14 P( 1-e 1 t))

1

It is easy to verify that ~,(w) satisfies all theoretical properties that
we stated in the previous notes. Note that if 9(w) CC p then ( 2) approxi-

mately holds. If so then the importance of a second "transaction" is

neglible. In order to use (8) when estimating the model we have to assume

a link between the observed and the theoretical ~(w). We assume that

(9) ~(w) - ~(w) 2observed theoretical } E E~ N(O,a )

in which E represents measurements errors, optimization errors etc. The

likelihood can be constructed in the following way:
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x

x' ~rl x ~ ó2

.~ w .~

~p ct

~ ~
PO-Plw

e ~(w)theoretical

~íw)obs ~ N(~Íw)th.62)

The parameters to be estimated are ël, ~Z, S1, P. 02 which enables us to
estimate 9 and ct. We cannot identify ~ and F(w). We do not use the res-
triction

(10) g(w) - ~F(~(w))

and we estimate conditional on w rather than using w as a drawing from a
distribution related to F(w). One may say that because (10) is not used
the estimation method is not structural. However we do use the theoretical
framework in order to obtain ~,(w)theoretical'

V. Notes with respect to the proposed estimation strategy.

" From (4), ~(w) has to be solved. This is done by rewriting

~~(w) - P' 9(~(w)) p d~ - dw
P t S(w) P i g(~) P' 9(w)

Y
So ~(w) can be solved if g(x) :- f P~ds(y) can be solved and if

0-1g(x) can be derived analytically. Therefore using log(w) instead of w
as a regressor in log 9(w) is rather problematic.



~` From the unused restriction (10) we derive, that

8'(w) - -~f(~(w))~'(w) ' - gL~ f(~(w))~r'(w)
F(~Íw))

so

f w - - 8'(w) 1
F(~(w)) 9(w) 5~(w)

or, in other "words",

(11) f w - - 8'(~-1(w)) 1
F(w) g(~-1(w)) ~~(~-1(w))

so assuming a functional form for 8(.) and solving for ~(.) implies that
f(w) has a particular hazard. Assuming a particular way in which 3
depends on w means that we implicitly assume something about the "shape"
of F(w). Using (5), (11) reduces to

f w - 1 p f 9(~-1(w)) ~1
(12) F(w) ~1 ~'(~-1(w)) - ~1 P ' 9(w) -

P

So F(w) has a decreasing hazard at ~,(w). Note that the ad hoc specifica-
tion ( 5) for 8(w) is only relevant in the neighbourhood of the observed
w. Therefore ( 12) can not be used to identify F(w).
Also note that in a standard duration model for the unemployed the same
situation holds. That is, assuming a particular functional dependence of
9 on benefits b and assuming a search model to hold ( which one (impli-
citly) always does) then one (implicitly) makes an assumption on the
shape of F(w).
If one replaces (5) by

SO-pl.log w p0 -pl
9(w) - e - e w

P PP c -~ w
1- e 0(e 1 t-1)e 1 1

then this too implies that F(w) has a decreasing hazard at ~,(w).
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M Earlier in this note I said that no class for F(w) could be found for
the whole theoretical model to be solvable analytically (this is of
course unless F(w) is a point distribution but then no one ever changes
jobs). However one might think that using a density whích corresponds to
(12) may give nice results.
Consider the following class of distributions:

~lw

F(w) - e - 1
piw

e tá
w 2 0

pi ~ 0
r ~ -1

which is what I call the class of generalized truncated logistic distri-
butions. Then

f w - ~1
F(w) - 1 4 ~e-piw

which looks like (13). However, for the model to be solvable analytical-
ly we need the restriction

-P~lct
P2~ - a{itX) (e -1)

which is obviously senseless.

" Related literature: mainly English. As usual Americans don't seem to be
interested in transaction costs. The latter gets a theoretical treatment
in Hey 8~ McKenna (1979) and Burgess ( 1988). Reduced-form evidence for
the influence of ct ( mainly pension losses) on 9 can be found in some
papers of Hughes 8~ McCormick. General reduced-form estimation of 3
(using job-durations, no employment durations) can be found in some
papers by Lancaster c.s., and in Blau (1986) which also gives empirical
evidence for the presence of ct although his model is misspecified and
the estimates are inconsistent. There have been no attempts to estimate
a structural model of on-the-job search exploiting the optimal reserva-
tion wage equation. Moreover, there have been no empirical analyses
using data of reservation wages of employed individuals.
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' Though F(w) and ~ cannot be identified in the proposed estimation tech-

nique, a possible thing to do is to estimate F(w) a priori as a vacancy

wage distribution (see earlier) and estimate a es

p0-Plw
~ - 9 w - e

F(~(w)) -F(~,(w)theoretical)

There is some over-identification in this procedure. In particular a

class for F has to be chosen such that approximately

-~lw
F(5(w)) - e

at least in the interval within which observed wages are.
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